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it had to come two well known sleuths of early mormon his-
tory have written what might be called their final testament the
end result of two and one half decades tedious research into mor-
mon origins presbyterian pastor wesley walters had been research-
ing early mormon history since the late 1960s lapsed mormon
michael marquardtsmarquardtspMarquardts interest in mormon beginnings and joseph
smith stretches back at least half that long when walters died in
1990 marquardt finished the book and dedicated it to him

regardless of what agenda motivated this volume it merits a

careful reading by students of latter day saint history the text is com-
parativelyparatively brief but highly detailed almost tediously so in places
the accompanying notes and appendixes are useful and the biblio-
graphical essay is especially helpful it is apparent the authors have
paid their research dues having painstakingly combed through
sundry archives searching for obscure tax and assessment records
and censuses to supplement the often familiar statements by con-
temporaries who remembered the joseph smith family much of the
authors information and many of their arguments are familiar some
dating as far back as the late 1960s but in this culminating study
they have added some new wrinkles tightened their prose and in
their minds further buttressed their basic arguments

they have also made every effort to defuse the polemics wal-
ters and marquardt deservedly or not are sometimes categorized
as anti mormon writers their earlier monographs and articles on
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latter day saint history sought to expose and disprove mormon-
ism but inventing mormonism has a slightly different ring to it
the authors possibly this is the influence of marquardt at least
make a pretense of extricating themselves from their formerly
rigid and dogmatic methodology and strive to approach their sub-
ject with more historical sophistication I1 was both surprised and
pleased when I1 read the following among the authors conclu-
sions little is to be gained from promoting a prophet fraud
dichotomy 197 joseph honestly believed he spoke with super-
natural beings and the young prophet was an important figure in
the development of western religious history

this book can be divided into three parts the first part and
potentially the one most challenging to orthodox conceptions
consisting of chapters one and two maintains that the familiar
chronology of the early history of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints is flawed that the smiths did not move to man-
chester from palmyra until after 1820 that there was no major
revival that could have motivated joseph in 1820 in palmyra and
therefore that joseph could not have had the vision he claimed he
had in 1820 the second section chapters three through six and
chapter eight examines the social cultural and religious milieu in
which the smiths functioned and endeavors to assign them their
proper role in palmyra manchester society the third part chapter
seven maintains that the church was organized in manchester not
fayette and postulates that the change of location sites in 1834
was part of a larger strategy by church leaders to evade creditors

when did the smiths move to manchester

the authors begin by dissecting a fundamental text in mor-
monism joseph smiths 1838 account of the first vision the
chronological challenges in this account are obvious to any careful
reader joseph talks of the move to palmyra presumably around
1816 notes that the smiths moved to manchester in about four
years JSUS H 13 and then dates the revival which led to the
first vision in the second year after our removal to manchester
JS H 15 yet traditional accounts maintain that the first vision
occurred in 1820 marquardt and walters propose a new chrono-
logical scheme to solve this apparent contradiction first they
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maintain the smiths likely moved to manchester as late as 1822
second they claim that there was no major revival in palmyra in
1820 and that the revival which joseph describes in his 18381858
account could refer only to the great revival of 1824 25

historians have typically and admittedly somewhat superfi-
ciallycially dealt with the apparent palmyra manchester discrepancy by
suggesting that the smiths moved to manchester in 1818 not
1820 but marquardt and walters claim that the relocation to man-
chester can be established with reasonable certainty 2 by exam-
ining certain contemporary documents including road tax records
and assessment rolls such documents they maintain do not sup-
port an 1818 move to the manchester farm but rather compel a

date of 1822
the date of the revival that motivated joseph to seek god has

been controversial since walters first raised the issue in 1967 mar-
quardt and walters insist that only the revival of 1824 25 a tumul-
tuous and well documented season of religious fervor in palmyra
and adjoining communities satisfies josephs 1838 description of
14 unusual14unusual excitement when great multitudes united themselves
to the different religious parties JS H 15 they point out that
mainline churches in palmyra all showed significant growth in
1824 25 but that contemporary records reveal no appreciable
church growth resulting from a presumed revival in palmyra in
1820 indeed they claim there is no indication of any 1820 revival
in palmyra deflecting or blunting historian milton backmansbackmannBackmans argu-
ment that josephs reference to religious excitement encompassed
a larger regional area than just palmyra 1 the authors suggest that
joseph could have referred to only palmyra when he mentioned
excitement in the place where we lived that pastors lane and
stockton who supposedly played a role in the revival were not
around in 1820 and that both joseph and his mother lucy mack
smith made statements that imply a close to home location

while the chronological framework established by the au-
thors both with regard to the move to manchester and the dating
of the revival is based on solid research and cannot be arbitrarily
dismissed there are alternative ways of interpreting the evidence
neither of the two basic accounts joseph smiths nor his moth-
ers precisely identify when the smiths first moved to western
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new york and when they moved from palmyra to manchester
joseph said in his 1838 history that his family went to the palmyra
region in his tenth year or thereabouts JS H 1513 that could
have been when he was nine years old which would have been in
1815 he added that they moved to manchester in about four
years that could place the move in or about 1819 moreover lucy
mack smith noted in her history that the family moved to man-
chester two years after their arrival in palmyra 2 we know that lucy
and the children arrived in palmyra some months after joseph sr
assuming that joseph sr came in late summer or early fall of 1816
an assessment held by many historians lucy probably arrived in

late 1816 or possibly early 1817 if indeed she did arrive in palmyra
in 1817 and the family moved to manchester about two years later
as indicated in her account that move could have taken place in
1819 thus one can argue admittedly somewhat tentatively but
contrary to the marquardt walters thesis that both josephs and
lucysbucys accounts allow for a move to manchester by at least 1819

one can augment this 1819 thesis with additional sources
the federal census record of 1820 places the smiths in farmington
manchester and various statements of contemporaries indicate

that they moved to manchester well before 1820 for example pom-

eroy tucker local historian editor of the wayne sentinel and
mormon critic claimed to be well acquainted with joe smith
the first mormon prophet and with his father and all the smith
family since their removal to palmyra from vermont in 1816 and
during their continuance there and in the adjoining town of man-
chester tucker maintained that the smiths lived in palmyra for
two and a half years before moving to manchester in 1818

there he added they remained some twelve years occupy-
ing as their dwelling place a small one story smoky log house
which they had built prior to removing there 3 another con-
temporary critic of joseph smith manchester resident orsamus
turner recalled that the smiths occupied their rude log house as
early as 18181919 4

and finally one can further supplement the earlyearny move to
manchester thesis by putting a different twist on lucysbucys statement
regarding the third harvest in her narrative lucy mentioned that
the smiths enjoyed their third harvest on the farm 1155 by tying in
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lucysbucys statements with events in 1823 marquardt and walters
correctly conclude lucy had reference to the harvest of 1823
therefore they insist the first harvest could not have been earlier
than 1821 but lucysbucys statement could also be used to argue for an
earlier move don enders a student of mormon origins in new
york told me that many farmers in western new york in the early
nineteenth century planted winter wheat 6 if indeed the smiths
planted winter wheat that would push planting to the fall of 1820
in addition they would have needed a year to clear the land before
they planted possibly moving the timetable to 1819 indeed enders
has argued cogently that of necessity the burning of trees would
predate any tilling and that clearing the land would predate tree
burning and therefore the smiths could not have moved to the
palmyra manchester town line any later than mid 1819 if they were
to have a third harvest on the farm in the fall of 1823 2171177

A key issue of course has to do with when the smiths actu-
ally started to work the land enders referring to the research of
early nineteenth century western new york historian william siles
remarked that in this era verbal arrangements and agreements were
sometimes entered into months before actual contracts were signed 8

marquardt and walters observe that until july 1820 land agent
zachariah seymour did not have power of attorney to grant per-
mission for the smiths to work the land however in an age when
contractual agreements were often casual it is possible that sey-
mour or whoever the agent might have been knowing that his
clients were desirous of selling their land might have worked out
a verbal agreement with the smiths that granted them permission
to work the land as early as 1818 or 1819

and is the revival of 1824 25 the only one that could satisfy
the requirements ofjosephs account not quite opponents of the
marquardt walters thesis note that the 1838 account does not men-
tion the word revival but rather religious excitement JS H 15
21 various meetings associated with the annual methodist gene-
see conference of 1819 or 1820 could have sparked josephs reli-
gious interest orsamus turner remembered that joseph caught
a spark of methodism in the camp meeting somewhere along the

vienna road I1 9 or quite possibly methodist stirrings in the spring
of 1820 around palmyrapahnyra itself could have motivated him walter
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nortonsNortons doctoral dissertation on contemporary newspaper cover-
age of early mormonism and other religions notes that palmyra
newspaperman timothy C strong reported in the spring of 1820
that there was a methodist camp ground near palmyra where
camp meetings were frequently held 10 it is important to under-
stand as both backman and especially norton have observed that
often local revivals did not receive newspaper coverage I1 am satis-
fied that the actual revival or rush of religious excitement that
stirred joseph indeed could have taken place sometime in 1820

but I1 am also persuaded that marquardt and walters have a
strong case in claiming that the 1824 25 revival satisfies all of the
elements of josephs 1838 history more adequately than any other
account certainly the effects of the revival fit more comfortably
into an 1824 25 context historian marvin hill some years ago rec-
onciled the seemingly contradictory evidence presented by wal-
ters to some however hills reconciliation and accommodation
required giving up some sacred space hill noted that the earlier
1832 account of josephs religious experience is likely more accu-
rate than the streamlined 1838 account A revival in 1824 he
noted causes problems for the 1838 account but not for the ear-
lier one hill allows that joseph writing so many years after the
event could have unintentionally ascribed elements of the later
revival into an earlier time frame when he fashioned his history in
1838 11ll most historians aware of the perils of memory lapses have
little difficulty with this notion even walters and marquardt admit
that memory at times conflatedconflatesconflates events 32

but what are the implications of all of this the authors claim
that the issues they introduce are fundamental if the move to man-
chester was as late as 1822 and if the revival motivating joseph
smith took place in 1824 how does one deal they ask with the
annual visits joseph claimed he had with moroni at the hill
cumorah luke wilson of gospel truths ministries goes a step fur-
ther concluding that the issues raised in inventing mormonism
could affect the faith of some mormonscormons as it allegedly provides
1 I airtight and inescapable evidence of smiths dishonesty 12

clearly such confidence on the part of all three is unwarranted
and wilsonsvilsonsWilsons statement can only be regarded as so much twaddle
the interesting and even plausible claims of marquardt and walters
have little potential for wave making ultimately the only real issue
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for most church members is whether or not joseph did indeed see
god As larry foster noted some years ago whether or not an
error was made in dating precisely when a vision occurred has no
necessary connection with whether it occurred or what specif-
ically occurred 13

what was the social and cultural standing
of the smiths in the 1820s

the second division of inventing mormonism comprising
those chapters that deal with the social cultural and religious
world of the smiths requires less comment from fawn brodies
time on apologists and opponents have debated the poverty of the
smiths their progressive nature or lack thereof their penchant for
treasure hunting and so on marquardt and walters note or imply
that the smiths had limited educations generally hired themselves
out to others as laborers and by and large were never able to make
a decent living they provide evidence that the family was poor
that they sometimes ran into financial complications and occasion-
ally had problems paying off debts especially joseph sr and hy-
rum that at least some members of the family drank cider and
that perhaps joseph smith sr had a drinking problem

despite the seemingly neutral tone of these chapters I1 de-
tected what I1 felt was a not so subtle agenda there were after all

palmyra and manchester neighbors who actually had good things
to say about the family of joseph and lucy why were they not
quoted don enders has argued persuasively I1 think that the
smiths were thrifty industrious and at the middle of their socioe-
conomic scale 14 the impression one gathers from inventing mor-
monism is of a dull shiftless family never able to cut a swath in
respectable society

not surprisingly the major focus of these middle chapters is
on the involvement of the smiths in the religious magical world
that existed among certain social classes in upstate new york the
authors conclude that all of this world of treasure hunting and
magic a world in which the smiths were involved was played
down by joseph in his official history informed students of mor-
mon history will likely find little new here clearly the smiths did
hunt treasure when joseph was in his teens and early twenties
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joseph did use a seerstoneerstonese his initial interest in the gold plates was
at least in part motivated by material concerns and quite possibly
loyal friends like the knights were first drawn to joseph because of
their interest in money digging marquardt and walters overplay their
hand however exaggerating both lucy mack smiths and joseph
knights fascination with treasure hunting I1 also remain uncon-
vinced by the authors claims that joseph was preoccupied with
treasure hunting without a seerstoneerstonese after 1827

was the church organized in fayette or in manchester

I1 personally found the third section of the book to be the
most engaging perhaps because the arguments are of more recent
vintage here marquardt claims that the bulk of early evidence indi-
cates that the church was actually organized in the smith log
home in manchester new york 15 his corollary is that the shift to
the fayette location 25 miles east of manchester was somehow
part of a concerted attempt in 1834 to confuse creditors and
thereby avoid paying off debts

undeniably there is fair evidence for a manchester location
see the accompanying chart pages 222 25 below prepared by the

staff at BYU studies marquardt notes that the six revelations in
the book of commandments given to six individuals who were
in attendance at the organization meetings on april 6 1830 were re-
ceived according to their headings at manchester he points out
that all references in the evening and the morning star before
1834 refer to manchester as the location he suggests the likeli-
hood based on circumstantial evidence that hyrum smith was in
the vicinity of manchester on april 6 and notes that the descrip-
tion of the site of an early baptism associated with the organization
meeting fits hathaway creek in manchester to soften the fact that
david whitmer who was present at the organization meeting on
april 6 later located it at fayette marquardt gives at least plausible
evidence that whitmer who made the observation at least three
times but over forty years removed from the actual event could
have confused organizational details with later church confer-
ences held at fayette in june and september 1830

unfortunately there is little likelihood this issue willwin ever be
settled to the satisfaction of most historians no new york certificate
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of incorporation for the church exists and we must largely rely on
memoirs and remembrances with the advantage of hindsight we
can understand the pivotal importance of the meeting to organize
the church likely saints in new york in 1830 did not view the
event in watershed terms they clearly saw little need to document
it regrettably in those early years mormonscormons were not in the habit
of documenting most events but from the records that do exist
we can assume that something of importance occurred at man-
chester on the same day the church was organized seemingly
elderjohnelmerjohnelderEldeeidereide rjohnjohn carmack recognized manchestersManchesters importance when he
suggested that the reference to manchester as a place of birth for
the church may have merely been a recognition that manchester
played a key role as a meeting place where details for the formal
church organization were woworkedrkedaked out 16

proponents of fayette as the site of the formal organization of
the church of course have reliable witnesses and sources of their
own joseph smith and david whitmer two principals who were
there ultimately identify fayette as the location possibly joseph in
kirtland was not in a position to correct the proofs of the early reve-
lations listing manchester as they came from W W phelpssPhelpphelphsss press in
independence in 1833 and fayette was listed as the organization
location in the minutes of a meeting held in may 1834 as recorded in
the evening and morning star in the various editions of remark-
able visions orson pratt eventually shifted the organization site from
manchester to fayette see marquardt and walters 159 60 elder
carmack is quite correct that the trend in both official and unofficial
sources has been to accept fayette as the official location 17

seeking for an explanation of this confusion between man-
chester and fayette marquardt suggests that joseph and possibly
other leaders shifted locations in 1834 as part of a strategy to frus-
trate creditors marquardt sees implications in the may 1834 meet-
ing at which fayette for the first time was listed as the site of the
churchschurche organization in attendance at the meeting were leading
elders including all members of the united firm just weeks previ-
ous the bankrupt united firm had dissolved and separated into two
firms at this may meeting the elders decided to change the name
of the church from the church of christ to the church of the latter
day saints by obscuring the identities of united firm members by
changing both the name of the church and the location of its
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organization church leaders hoped to somehow according to mar-
quardt frustrate the efforts of creditors to collect monies owed
them it is not clear however how such an open and public change
of name would deter or if it ever did impede the efforts of any
creditors to collect their money until marquardt can come up with
more evidence a need he himself readily acknowledges the notion
must be regarded as an essentially dubious speculation

I1 say dubious for good reasons while I1 agree with marquardt
that the burden of debt was an ominous one I1 am not persuaded that
at this point joseph smith and other church leaders were as desper-
ate as the author would have one believe moreover josephs divine
marching orders in regard to debt were quite clear pay them doc-
trine and covenants 104 received in april 1834 counseled joseph to
11 pay all your debts dacd&c 10478 and promised deliverance from
bondage if he were faithful if indeed joseph deviously schemed to
avoid paying debtors he was pursuing a course contrary to revealed
instruction there is also the distinct possibility that practical consid-
erationserations more particularly the commonality of the name church of
christ played a role in the name change

perhaps an even more compelling reason for the name
change has to do with sidney rigdonsRigdons influence in the early
church richard van wagoner suggests that sidney persuaded
joseph smith and the high council to change the name of the
church in order to place greater emphasis on the nearness of
the millennium 18 finally I1 am curious how the debt creditor prob-
lem escaped being picked up by at least some of the dissidents who
left the church in the 1830s and more especially how it escaped
the critical eye of E D howe whose mormonism unavailedunvailedunvailed9
included every possible designing and devilish charge against
joseph in particular and mormonism in general in short we must
take marquardt at his word that at present the evidence is too
sketchy to reach a decisive conclusion 165

of all ofofmarquardtsmarquardtsmarquardtspMarquardts arguments his contention that manches-
ter played a primary role as the actual organization site merits most
consideration As indicated elder carmack modestly allows for the
possibility that manchester could have been the location of an
organizational planning meeting but it could well have played a
more significant role manchester could have served as one part of
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a two part organizational scheme or even more likely the organi-
zation could have taken place in one location in the morning and
been repeated later in the day at the other

clearly manchester cannot be routinely dismissed as a possi-
ble organizational site in my estimation key points in marquardtsmarquardtspMarquardts
argument have to do with the likelihood that a baptismal service
was held the same day the church was organized that the ser-
vice might well have taken place in manchester and that some
who participated in or witnessed the baptism were also in atten-
dance at the organization lucy mack smith indicates the bap-
tismal service was held in the morning but joseph smith and
joseph knight suggest it took place after the organizational meet-
ing which would make it late afternoon or evening As marquardt
points out manchester neighbors C R stafford and benjamin
saunders recalled seeing joseph sr and others baptized into the
church granted it is possible a small group of believers could
have held a baptismal service in the morning in manchester
assuming that lucy was correct and then either walked or trav-

eled by wagon the twentyfivetwenty five miles to fayette for the organiza-
tional meeting but that is hardly the most likely scenario of those
who later penned an account of the organization none mentioned
a trip from manchester to new york

but even if marquardt is right or partly right about manches-
ter the implications are far from life threatening except for those
who are inextricably bound to tradition the adjustment could be
made with little anguish both sites are significant to the LDS tradi-
tion and if manchester played a role however large or small in
church organization so be it

I1 conclude with two very different observations 20 first I1 recall
years ago hearing the late T edgar lyon lament that the dart throw
ing of reverend walters and others was required to move mormon
students and scholars with some notable exceptions out of their
easy chairs and into the archives to learn of their own origins
while clearly much has been done during the past twentyfivetwenty five
years to deepen our knowledge of the new york period in church
history we may stillstiff have done more talking than walking what-
ever the motivation of marquardt and walters we must admit they
have searched and scoured through obscure but occasionally
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important records in musty basements and nondescript court-
houses with more diligence and thoroughness than most of our
own LDS historians

second I1 like to think I1 could take many of the evidences
contained in this volume but come up with different conclusions
I1 would not title the volume inventing mormonism an unfortu-
nate title because it implies that joseph literally manufactured his
religious experiences a notion that most serious historians reject
instead I1 would portray joseph as a developing growing human
being who in his lifetime spent as much time on earth as he did in
heaven and who throughout his life had occasion to modify his
behavior and repent sometimes the lord even dictated that he do
so I1 would allow for the fact that he grew up in a poor family that
some members of his family and maybe joseph himself occasion-
ally drank cider what person did not drink cider in upstate new
york in the 1820s and that in his early years along with other
family members he did pursue treasure with the use of seerstonesseerstones
I1 would allow for the possibility that when he walked out of the
sacred grove as a mere youth his knowledge of the precise nature
of the godhead was incomplete I1 would allow for joseph to move
beyond some aspects of his culture to realize in his mature years
that some of his activities fifteen or twenty years earlier while not
malicious were frivolous and less than ennobling and then realiz-
ing their insignificance to underplay them in his official history
written over a decade later in short I1 would allow joseph smith
the luxury of personal growth and development and the opportu-
nity for doctrinal expansion for those willing to allow joseph
such accommodation this volume will not only be informative but
will cause little discomfiture
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were baptized

ii had visions
h prophesied
0 cast out devils
p healed the sick

name church ofjesusof jesus christ
attributed to of latter day saintssamts
the church

who was mr smith
baptized martin harrishamshags

when and morning
where
baptisms
were
performed

who per-
formed

joseph stood on shore
while his father was

baptisms baptized
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10 11 12 13

david whitmer ben saunders david wlwhitmerwiltmeritmeratmer C R stafford
june 1881 manchester january 1887 manchester

resident 1884 resident
january 1888

seneca county peter whitmerswhittersWhitmers
fayette fayette

oliver cowdery oliver cowdery
martin harrishamshaas hyrum smith
hyrum smith joseph smith jr
joseph smith jr david whitmer
david whitmer john whitmer
john whitmer peter whitmervhitmer
peter whitmer plus about 50 other
70 members members about 20 from

colesvilleCo lesville 15 from
manchester about 20
from fayette

april 6 1830 aprilapnl618306 1830

k exhorted to q believed martin harrishamshaas
teach nothing was ordained an elder
except the old
and new
testaments and
the book of
mormon

the church of
christ

old brother smith old jo smith
old mrs rockwell his wife

mrs rockwell

oliver cowdery joseph smith
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source data for table

note numbers 1 13 correspond to columns 1 13

A book of commandments for the government of the church of christ
organized according to law on the ath6th of april 1830 zion independence
mo W W phelps 1833 chapters 172217 22

evening and morning star I11 march 1833 76 and april 1833 84
deveningevening3evening and morning star 2 may 1834 160

deanean C jessee ed the papers ofjosepbof joseph smith 2 vols salt lake city
deseretdeseretbookbook 1989 92 1241441241 44

tesseelessee papers of josephofjoseph smith 1302 4 this history was first published
in times and seasons 3 october 15 1842 944 45 and then in joseph smith jr
the history of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints ed BH roberts
2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971 176 80

deanean C jessee joseph knights recollection of early mormon history
BYU studies 17 autumn 1976 37 see also william G hartley they are my

friends A history of the joseph knight family 182518501825 1850 provo utah
grandin book 1986 43 original in archives division church historical depart-
ment the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter
cited as LDS church archives

7tmestimes and seasons 3 march 1 1842 708
acylucyucy mack smith biographical sketches ofofjosephjoseph smith the prophet and

his progenitorsprogenitorsfor rorforrof many generations liverpool S W richards 1853 151
9davidavldcdavidavid whitmerVAlitmer interview by edward stevenson december 222322 23 1877

richmond mo journal history LDS church archives in david whitmer inter-
views A restoration witness ed lyndon W cook orem utah grandin book
1991161991iggi 16 17

david whitmer interview by kansas city journal reporter june 1

1881 richmond mo kansas city journal june 5 1881 in david whitmer
interviews 65 see also david whitmer interview by zenas H gurley january 14

1885 richmond mo gurley collection LDS church archives in david whit-
mer interviews 154 55 information not included on chart april 6 1830 six
elders 50 60 members

interview of benjamin saunders 1884 p 19 library and archives of the
reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints independence mo
quoted in H michael marquardt an appraisal of manchester as location for the
organization of the church sunstone 16 february 1992 50

david whitmer interview by edward stevenson january 2 1887 rich-
mond mo diary of edward stevenson LDS church archives in david whitmer
interviews 214 see also david whitmer an address to all believers in christ
richmond mo david whitmer 1887 33

13 highly13highly important facts about mormonism naked truths about mor-
monism 1 january 1888 3 original publication in the yale university library
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notes

lAnotheanother instance of revising the site occurred in a pamphlet by orson
pratt the 1840 edition of the pamphlet designated manchester as the place
where the church was organized orson pratt interesting account of several
remarkable visions and the late discovery of ancient american records
edinburgh ballantyne and hughes 1840 23 24 the 1848 edition of the pam-

phlet listed fayette as the place of organization orson pratt remarkable
visonsbisons in writings of an apostle salt lake city mormon heritage publishers
1976 12 in addition william E mclellinmcclellinMcLellin in 1847 recounted the events of the
organization and noted manchester as the place where the meeting was held

the church of christ was organized on the 6thath day of april
1830 in the township of manchester and the state of new york
with only six members viz joseph smith sen lucy smith his wife
joseph smith jr oliver cowdery david whitmer and martin harris
the ensign ofoflibertyliberty of the church of christ 1 march 184711847 2

aa2a marginal note by james mulholland says father smith martin harris
baptized this evening 6thath april mother smith and sister rockwell 2 or 3 days
afterward jessee papers of ofjosephjoseph smith 243


